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Bad Santa 2. R. Fueled by cheap whiskey, greed and hatred, Willie teams up once again with his angry little sidekick, Marcus, to
knock off a Chicago charity on .... “Bad Santa 2,” directed by Mark Waters features once again Billy Bob ... thinks that Willie is
his father, arrives in Chicago and ends up in the choir of the charity.. BAD SANTA 2 returns Academy Award®-winner BILLY
BOB THORNTON to the screen as ... Marcus (TONY COX), to knock off a Chicago charity on Christmas Eve.. Amazon.com:
Bad Santa 2: Billy Bob Thornton, Kathy Bates, Tony Cox, Mark ... his angry little sidekick, Marcus, to knock off a Chicago
charity on Christmas Eve.. But is Bad Santa 2 actually worth your hard-earned nut? ... Willie, plotting one final heist, this time
in Chicago, is even gruffer and tougher this .... Bad Santa 2 is a 2016 Christmas black comedy crime film and is the sequel to
the 2003 film Bad SantaGMW, the film stars Billy Bob Thornton reprising his role .... Bad Santa 2. Synopsis: Fueled by cheap
whiskey, greed and hatred, Willie teams up once again with his angry little sidekick, Marcus, to knock off a Chicago .... Fueled
by cheap whiskey, greed and hatred, Willie teams up once again with his angry little sidekick, Marcus, to knock off a Chicago
charity on Christmas Eve.. Bad Santa 2 is a 2016 Christmas black comedy crime film directed by Mark Waters and written ...
Thurman soon arrives in Chicago, having followed Willie to the city. Willie at first considers leaving him at a laundromat but
soon takes him to the .... Sacked from a valet job you can't imagine him holding down for an hour, this miserable, alcoholic
loner is talked back into a heist plot in Chicago.. BAD SANTA 2 returns Academy Award (R)-winner BILLY BOB
THORNTON to the screen ... Marcus (TONY COX), to knock off a Chicago charity on Christmas Eve.. Bad Santa 2. It's been
13 years since noted musician Billy Bob Thornton taught the world his own skewed variation on the meaning of .... Fueled by
cheap whiskey, greed and hatred, Willie teams up once again with his angry little sidekick, Marcus, to knock off a Chicago
charity on Christmas Eve.. Billy Bob Thornton returns in Bad Santa 2 Jan Thijs / Broad Green ... That's partly because the film
concludes during a SantaCon in Chicago.. Billy Bob Thornton in Mark Waters' Bad Santa 2. ... and his diminutive sidekick
(Tony Cox) are reteamed to rip off a Chicago homeless charity.. Marcus Skidmore: Chicago, you racist moron fuck! I got an
associate out there who has got this thing all lined up. Willie Soke: What associate? Marcus Skidmore: .... Fueled by cheap
whiskey, greed and hatred, Willie teams up once again with his angry little sidekick, Marcus, to knock off a Chicago charity on
Christmas Eve.. The bulk of “Bad Santa 2” is set in Chicago, which is clearly not Chicago based on the architecture and the
glimpses of store and transit signs in .... Thirteen years ago on from Bad Santa, Billy Bob Thornton's ... Marcus (Tony Cox), he
gets sucked into a .... Terry Zwigoff's Bad Santa (2003) was breathtaking in its ugliness, a bucket of green diarrhea flung across
the virgin snow; its hateful hero (Billy ... c36ade0fd8 
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